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About This Game

Secret World Legends is a story-driven, shared-world action RPG that plunges players into a shadowy war against the
supernatural, where ancient myths and legends cross over into the modern day. Armed with both weapons and superhuman

abilities, you will build your powers, solve deep mysteries, and destroy terrifying evils to uncover a dark and captivating
storyline that traverses the globe. Can you reveal the truth?

Features

●Fight in a Secret War against the Supernatural: Where will you stand in the secret war between good and evil as supernatural
forces threaten the modern-day world? Use a wide range of weapons and superhuman abilities to destroy the sinister evils that

are threatening humanity’s existence.

●Unravel the Mysteries of the Legends: Dive into the innovative Investigation Missions, where your wits are as important as
your skills. Solve mysteries while battling evil in unique missions and quests never before seen in a game of its kind.

●Descend into a Dark, Mature Storyline: Secret World Legends brings storytelling to a new level by dropping you into the heart
of a dramatic and chill-inducing narrative filled with unique missions, emotional punches, and mysterious Legends, brought to

life by high-quality voice-acting throughout the adventure.

●Explore the Secret World: Travel from London to Seoul to New York and beyond. Explore the dark forests of Transylvania,
the scorched deserts of Egypt, and a small coastal town in New England filled with horror and mystery. Visit locations inspired

by the real world now invaded by creatures of myth and legend.
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●Deep Character Customization: Choose from hundreds of different customization options for your character, from a deep
arsenal of weapons, extensive gear and clothing, to a vast set of supernatural powers and augmentations.

●100+ Hours of Free Stories and Gameplay: Play for free--all of the game’s 100+ hours of missions and quests are completely
free to play.

●Play Solo or With Your Friends: The entire storyline is available to play through on your own, or team up in a seamless
multiplayer experience where players from across the globe can adventure together.
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Title: Secret World Legends
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Funcom
Publisher:
Funcom
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 / Windows XP (SP 1) / Vista (SP 1) / Windows 7 (SP 1)

Processor: 2.6 GHZ Intel Core 2 DUO or equivalent AMD CPU

Memory: At least 2GB RAM for Windows XP / 3GB Ram for Windows Vista and Windows 7

Hard Disk Space: 6.4GB Download (13.7 on Disk)

Video Card: nVidia 8800 series 512 VRAM or better/Radeon HD3850 512MB or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German
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I would like to like the game since it looks like they streamlined the gameplay and updated it a bit from when it was just The
Secret World, but I'm crashing at every cut-scene and loading page and it seems I'm not the only one.. It has the old writing that
made Funcom great , expect mistery and fun quirks all over the place. You solve super natural problems with guns and reading
the bible 10\/10. "Now that's one big pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"
Dr. Ian Malcolm. I loved this game, like everyone else. I was late coming in, but enjoyed the fringe pieces I played.
My problem? They cancelled my account right before their huge update\/transition.
When I asked why, they said I had declined payment and had owed them 3 months back pay (subscrip. for pre-SWL). The worst
part? My bank statement said otherwise--with charges made right up until the cancellation.
Seriously, that was a load of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, and I was relieved to find I wasn't the only one
who experienced this, but sorry for those who did.. give me your money instead.. The old Secret World was pretty good before
they turned it into Secret Worlds Legends. It doesn't have the same feel anymore.. Highly Recommend
Pros:
1) Story is one of the best in an MMORPG.
2) This is a thinker's MMORPG. The puzzle missions are no joke and the solutions span all of humanity's history.
3) Game blends real life with the game, for instance, see a dead guy? No idea what to do? Google his business card. The game
has websites set up just for missions in this game. The blurred reality is really fun.
4) Unique MMORPG. Most nowadays don't take place in modern day with modern locations. This game feels like Assassin's
Creed in the connection to humanity but takes our lore to a whole new level.

Cons:
1) Game feels like the Devs don't care about it. They spent their dollars earned from the Secret World on a new game (basically
Secret World: Mars), which makes me feel like they shelved this game. Really wish they would focus on new content.. DLC
prices.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU FUNCOM. Ruined game. Best story driven MMO out there. Also best crash
simulator out there too. Second also goes free = users who paid for the game lost everything. Third also goes free = actually devs
manages to make the game WORSE. From my 300 hundred game library this game is the most bugged and crashing simulator
out of them all.

EDIT: Actually let me change it. If i could review this game in one sentence it would be this. "You ll sooner crash than find
party for dungeon in this game :))))" This says it all.
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